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A comparison of the force to remove Tegaderm™ CHG
vs Bioclusive transparent dressing.14

It is important to be able to remove
a dressing without dislodging the
catheter. In a comparative test
measuring the pull force between
a catheter and dressing, removing
a Tegaderm™ CHG dressing from
a catheter after 3 or more days
requires about twice as much force
as removing a transparent dressing
alone.
This additional force may be due to the inherent adhesive properties of
the gel pad and increase the risk of dislodging the catheter. If skin is
macerated underneath the dressing, additional force may impair skin
integrity.

Your Outcomes Affect Reimbursement
Medicare has begun offering incentive payments for improved patient outcomes, so choosing evidence
based products with proven clinical outcomes has never been more important.17
Minimizing adverse events like contact dermatitis and dressing disruption are vital to enhancing the
patient experience. BIOPATCH Disk was deliberately constructed to deliver CHG in a clinically relevant
fashion, while effectively managing fluid to minimize dressing disruption.
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There is no replacement for clinically proven BIOPATCH® Protective Disk with CHG
Does Product Design Matter?
Key elements for designing an antimicrobial dressing to reduce
CRBSIs must include:
• A predictable delivery system that releases a clinically
		relevant amount of CHG around the catheter insertion site2
• Effective Fluid Management to avoid excessive exudates
		 buildup and not impact dressing disruption

BIOPATCH Disk is the only IV
dressing with CHG proven in
multiple, randomized controlled
trials to reduce the incidence of
catheter-related bloodstream
infections (CRBSIs) in patients
with central venous or
arterial catheters1

Both BIOPATCH Disk and Tegaderm™ CHG were developed with the intent to address catheter related
infections.2,3,4 However, only BIOPATCH Disk releases CHG completely around the catheter insertion site while
absorbing wound exudate quickly and completely.

Does Fluid Management Matter?
T=0

T=0

CDC Guidelines recommend
catheter insertion site inspection
during a dressing change12

T=24 hrs.

T=24 hrs.

Due to the inherent design of Tegaderm™ CHG, it is not possible for the product to provide complete CHG
coverage nor can it replicate the fluid management capabilities of BIOPATCH®.
The studies that served as the basis of CDC Practice Recommendations for reducing CRBSIs were all
BIOPATCH Disk specific studies.5,6,7,8,9

Even 0.5 cc of blood does not fully absorb into the
hydrogel pad after one day. BIOPATCH Disk completely
aborbs the blood within seconds. Inspection after
revealed a clean insertion site free of debris.14

Where Does The CHG Go?
• BIOPATCH Disk design allows 360° delivery of CHG
		 around the catheter insertion site10
• Tegaderm™ CHG product design does not allow
		 360° coverage

Randomized Controlled Trial of Chlorhexidine Dressing and Highly Adhesive Dressings
for Preventing Catheter- Related Infections in critically ill adults.
Timsit Tegaderm CHG®15

Disrupted dressings for the
duration of the study
Rate of severe contact dermatitis

CDC Guidelines
recommend the use of a
CHG skin prep to clean the
entire catheter area.11

Poor Fluid Management can
result in adverse events such as
skin maceration18

(normalized to x events per
100 catheter days)

70% Disrupted
29.9% Detached, 27% Soiled
12.5% Soiled and Detached
Rate of occurrence =

1.1/100

• The device design led to fewer than 1/3 of all dressings remaining intact due to poor fluid management
• Of the 70% disrupted dressings, nearly half were soiled due to the inability of the hydrogel to absorb all the
components of blood
• The high rate of contact dermatitis is likely due to the hydrogel component, which has been noted in a separate
observational report on pediatric and elderly patients13

• Skin maceration can lead to increased routes for Infection13
• Elderly and immunocompromised patients are susceptible to dermatitis13
• Higher Rates of dressing disruption increase the risk of CRBSIs16

